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1 Introduction and Aims

Precipitate structures are commonly found in nature, like in rocks and minerals. There are sev-

eral examples in heterogeneous chemical systems where the precipitate creates interesting pat-

terns like Liesegang rings due to the interaction of reaction and diffusion or the osmotic pres-

sure coupled with fluid motion resulting in tubular precipitate structures, often termed chemi-

cal gardens. Tubular precipitates can grow horizontally orvertically depending on the density

differences between the reacting species. In homogeneous chemical systems various perma-

nent or transient patterns can be observed due to the interaction between reaction and diffusion.

Reaction-diffusion systems play an important role in understanding the theory of pattern forma-

tion, and also provide essential information on models to describe the evolving structures in dif-

ferent fields of sciences. In biological processes the non-equilibrium conditions and the coupling

of reaction to transport processes are important, hence thestudy of the far-from-equilibrium

conditions in well-controlled model systems is beneficial.The common behavior among these

patterns is symmetry breaking at the interface resulting inintriguing shapes instead of circular

symmetry. One of the simplest spatial patterns is a chemicalfront arising from the coupling

of an autocatalytic reaction with diffusion. The planar chemical front propagating towards the

homogeneously distributed reactants may become unstable if the flux of the reactant dominates

over that of the autocatalyst, in which case the inherent noise is amplified to yield a structure

called cellular pattern. The loss of front stability may develop due to fluid flow or the differ-

ence in the flux of chemicals. Our research group shows a greatinterest in investigating lateral

instability. Accordingly, diffusive instability was previously studied in the chlorite-tetrathionate

(CT) reaction using pH sensitive polyacrylamide hydrogel. The methacrylate content was var-

ied in order to immobilize the autocatalyst hydrogen ions byreversibly removing them utilizing

carboxylate groups resulting in cellular patterns.

In this work, the pattern formation was investigated in the CTautocatalytic reaction using

gelatin as a reaction matrix containing carboxylate groups. The aim of this study is to couple

an autocatalytic reaction front exhibiting lateral instability with fast precipitate reaction. Addi-

tionally, model calculations have been performed to reproduce the experimental observations.

Our research group formerly investigated the filamental pattern formation in the copper–oxalate

system where the driving force was identified. In the second part of my work I aimed to fabri-

cate similar macroscopic patterns using a system which has comparable complex chemistry. The

cobalt and/or copper oxalate precipitate reaction have been investigated in a flow-driven system.

Our goal is the construction of precipitate patterns and thequalitative, quantitative description

of the solid materials. The presence of the fluid flow by maintaining the density gradient and

controlling the flow rate provides a simple method to influence the microstructure of the solid

product in an easy, reproducable manner.
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2 Experimental Section

We have selected the chlorite oxidation of tetrathionate for our model reaction, which is autocat-

alytic with respect to hydrogen ions. In the presence of barium ions, only sulfate ions produced

in the autocatalytic reaction yield precipitate via a fast reaction. Therefore barium nitrate was

added to the reagent mixture. Throughout the experiments reagent grade chemicals, with the

exception of the technical grade sodium chlorite, were usedwith deionized water. Gelatin was

dissolved in hot water and—when it cooled to room temperature—reactants were added then

poured in a Hele-Shaw cell with the dimension of 10×10×0.2 cm3. The Hele-Shaw reaction

vessel consists of two parallel Plexiglas walls separated by spacers and it was placed into a

fridge (∼ 5 ◦C) for 20 minutes. During the experiments the applied temperatures were applied

by a thermostat (Heto HMT 200). See the experimental setup inFigure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the experimental setup with Hele-Shaw cell.

In case of the flow-driven system sodium oxalate solution is poured into a square glass dish

with 22 cm-long sides to create a 5 mm thin liquid layer. Cobalt(II) nitrate solution or the mix-

ture of copper and cobalt salt solution with the ratio of 1:1,1:2 or 2:1 (1–6 ml) is then pumped

into the sodium oxalate by a peristaltic pump at 5–20 ml/h flowrate from below through an

orifice with 0.4 mm inner diameter, which is positioned in thecenter of the reaction vessel

open to air from the top, as shown in Figure 2. The injection from the bottom represents the

smallest perturbation of the flow field as the liquid being pumped in has greater density. In ad-

dition, 25 cm3 of sodium oxalate solution is added to cobalt(II) nitrate ina well-stirred batch

experiment as a reference system. The spatial spreading of the precipitate pattern is monitored

by a digital camera and the digitized images are analyzed quantitatively using grayscale pro-

files by an in-house software. For the qualitative characterization of the precipitation process, I
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have measured the final diameter of the inner precipitate free zone and the precipitate ring and

that associated with the tip of the filaments and the number ofthe filaments. Each diameter is

an average of four direct measurements on the image at different locations at a selected time

when the pattern has fully developed. The chemical composition of solid precipitate is deter-

mined by thermogravimetric measurements and by using a powder X-ray diffractometer. The

microstructure of the crystals is observed by a field emission scanning electron microscope.

Figure 2: Schematic picture of the experimental setup.
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3 New Scientific Results

I. The precipitation reaction coupled with autocatalysis results in permanent pattern where

the hydrogen ions are partially immobilized.[3]

Upon electrolysis, the reaction front is initiated at the anode, which then propagates at a

constant velocity through the entire hydrogel, while forming a white barium sulfate pre-

cipitate behind the front. With a gelatin content up to 2.5 m/V%, the planar reaction front

is stable, the front therefore retains the geometry of the initiation at both employed tem-

perature. At higher gelatin content (2.7 m/V%), planar fronts become unstable giving rise

to cellular reaction fronts resembling patterns with deep narrow precipitate-free gaps. The

distribution of the precipitate behind the front is not homogeneous due to the narrow pre-

cipitate free gaps are created at the cusps of the leading autocatalytic front. Once formed,

the entire precipitate pattern remains stationary. The local depletion of the reactants, espe-

cially the hydrogen ions leads to the formation of precipitate lean narrow regions behind

the cusps.
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Figure 3: The permanent precipitate patterns at different gelatin contents and temperature. The
white areas represent the barium-sulfate precipitate.
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II. We have shown that the driving force of the pattern formation is the difference in the flux

of the reactant species by the systematic changes of the experimental parameters.[3]

The hydrodynamic stability of the system depends on the orientation of the front prop-

agation, thus it was shown that experimentally the cellularpattern is not created by the

convective instability. At 2.5 m/V% gelatin content the propagating front maintains the

planar geometry in both directions. At higher hydrogel concentration (2.7 m/V%) station-

ary cellular pattern is observed with big amplitude and deepnarrow gaps in between. This

suggests that the underlying instability leading to the pattern formation has a diffusive na-

ture, since the flux of the autocatalyst was reduced by an immobilization process of the

carboxylate groups in the convection-free media.

III. The cellular pattern was reproduced by a simple modelling calculation based on the im-

mobilization of the barium sulfate.[3]

Having seen that convection has no contribution to the pattern formation, we can construct

a reaction-diffusion model. The BaSO4 species was taken into account as a formation of

the immobile precipitate. The model calculation reproduces the experimental observation

remarkably well: the size of the calculation domain matchesthe physical size of the ex-

perimental image, at the same time there is quantitative agreement in the width of the

precipitate lean gaps.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Precipitate pattern behind the annihilation of two reaction fronts. Experimental image
with 2.7 m/V% gelatin content (image width: 8 cm) (a), calculated pattern (image width: 9 cm)
(b).
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IV. In the cobalt(II)–oxalate system filamental structure is created by the gravity current in-

duced by the density difference between the reactants and theslow nucleation and crystal

growth.[2]

As the solution containing the cobalt ion enters the vessel filled with sodium oxalate, it

advances along the bottom due to its greater density. At a certain distance from the inlet

approximately equidistant lines growing radially evolve,along which precipitate sedimen-

tation occurs. The observed pattern could be influenced by chemical composition, den-

sity differences between the reactants and flow rate. I have shown that a gravity current

maintained by the inflow of the reactant solution with greater density leads to unusual pre-

cipitate patterns in the cobalt–oxalate system. The slow nucleation and crystal growth are

essential for the flow to create radially grown lines along which sedimentation occurs. As

the gravity current spreads, the denser solution containing the cobalt ion advances on the

bottom forcing the initially stationary oxalate solution upward. A large convection roll is

created at the tip that is responsible for mixing the two components. Super-saturation of

cobalt oxalate is reached locally, around the circular edgeof the gravity current. The col-

loidal particles are hence carried back by the reverse flow and phase separation only starts

to take place behind the large vortex in a narrow zone where descending and ascending

flow alternates transverse to the direction of gravity current (see in Figure 5).

10 mm

Figure 5: The cobalt(II) oxalate precipitate pattern withcCo2+ = 1.0 mol/dm3, cOx = 0.1 mol/dm3,
Q = 20 ml/h,t = 440 s.
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V. The microstructure in the flow-driven system is different from that observed in the absence

of spatial gradients in the well-stirred reference experiments.[2]

The cobalt(II) oxalate tetrahydrate sampled from the precipitate filaments consists of the

spherulite polycrystalline particles with diameter 20–50µm. This is in contrast to the rod-

like crystals with diameter between 10–20µm observed in the absence of spatial gradients

in the well-stirred reference experiments as seen in Figure6. The macroscopic feature

of copper oxalate is quite similar to that of the cobalt–oxalate system, however, their mi-

crostructure is different. Copper oxalate consists of spherical particles while cobalt oxalate

builds up spherulite architectures. The shape of the crystals in the filaments also exhibit

significant differences. In the case of copper oxalate the thread-like morphology is domi-

nant, while in cobalt oxalate the aggregates of the spherulites are observed. It can be stated

that materials with new morphology can be synthesized in theoptimized flow system.

Figure 6: SEM images of cobalt(II) oxalate dihydrate in the reference system (a–b) at 400 rpm,
t = 20 s. Crystals in the radially growing precipitate filamentsin the flow system (c–d),
Q = 20 ml/h,t = 440 s. Experimental composition:cCo2+ = 1.0 mol/dm3, cOx = 0.1 mol/dm3.
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VI. Filamental structure with different metal ion containing zones is produced when copper

and cobalt ions in equimolar ratio are pumped into sodium oxalate solution.[1]

The introduction of flow allows the evolution of gradients leading to the spatial separation

of the copper and cobalt oxalate, representing an analogy tofractional crystallization, and

provides a control over the crystal morphology. Along the radius of the circular precipitate

pattern, the spatial distribution of the Cu/Co elements is measured at normal atmospheric

pressure by fluorescence spectrometry. At the edge of the transparent circle, the copper

rich area contains 85% Cu atoms. The reason for the copper enrichment is that the copper

oxalate precipitate has slightly lower solubility productand appears first in the precipitate

area. The copper to cobalt ratio becomes one, creating a transition zone at the distance of

58 mm far from the inlet. At the tip of the filaments, 96% Co content is achieved due to

the depletion of copper ions at the bottom as the precipitatepattern develops. To determine

the composition of the solid particles in the mixture, we have also analyzed the samples

by X-ray diffractometry. The less stable cobalt(II) oxalate tetrahydrate forms first which

later transforms into a dihydrate form.

2 cm

Figure 7: The copper–cobalt-oxalate precipitate pattern (cOx = 0.1 mol/dm3,
cM2+ = 0.8 mol/dm3) and spatial distribution of the cobalt and copper. Experimental
conditions:cOx = 0.05 mol/dm3, cM2+ = 0.8 mol/dm3 andQ = 20 ml/h.
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VII. By decreasing the concentration of sodium oxalate the microstructure is characterized as

a heterogeneous polymorphic crystalline form of copper cobalt oxalate.[1]

The microstructure of the solid particles comprising the filaments is characterized with

various crystalline forms in accordance with the color changes of the precipitate at lower

oxalate content. This is observed along the radius from the rim of the precipitate free area

to the tip of the filaments. The inner copper rich zone exhibits spherical copper oxalate par-

ticles with needle-shaped cobalt oxalate (length: 20–25µm) as observed at greater oxalate

concentration. In the transition zone, 5µm long unique crystals containing copper oxalate

plates with cobalt oxalate coatings are observed. At the tipof the filaments rod-like cobalt

oxalate crystals dominate with a length of 10µm. No spherulite structures are observed in

the mixed metal oxalate system.

µ 10   m
CuCo

(b)

µ 5   m

(a)

CuCo

Figure 8: SEM and EDS images about the crystals in the mixed metal oxalate system in the
range ofr = 58–68 mm far from the inlet. Experimental composition:cOx = 0.05 mol/dm3,
cM2+ = 0.8 mol/dm3, Q = 20 ml/h.
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